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COMPLIANCE STATEMENT
Disclaimer

This investor presentation has been prepared by Armour Energy Limited ACN 141 198 414 (Armour or the Company). 

Any material used in this presentation is only an overview and summary of certain data selected by the management of Armour. The presentation does not purport to contain all the information that a prospective investor may require in 
evaluating a possible investment in Armour nor does it contain all the information which would be required in a disclosure document prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Corporations Act and should not be used in 
isolation as a basis to invest in Armour. Recipients of this presentation must make their own independent investigations, consideration and evaluation of Armour. Armour recommends that potential investors consult their professional 
advisor/s as an investment in Armour is considered to be speculative in nature.

This presentation contains “forward looking statements” concerning the financial condition, results of operations and business of Armour. All statements other than statements of fact or aspirational statements, are or may be deemed to 
be “forward looking statements”. Often, but not always, forward looking statements can generally be identified by the use of forward looking words such as “may”, “will”, “expect”, “intend”, “plan”, “estimate”, “anticipate”, “continue”, 
“outlook”, and “guidance”, or other similar words & may include, without limitation, statements regarding plans, strategies and objectives of management, future or anticipated production or construction commencement dates and 
expected costs, resources or reserves, exploration results or production outputs. 

Assumptions

Forward looking statements are statements of future expectations that are based on management’s current expectations and assumptions, known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause the actual results, performance or 
events to differ materially from those expressed or implied in these statements. These risks include, but are not limited to price fluctuations, actual demand, currency fluctuations, drilling and production results, commercialisation reserve 
estimates, loss of market, industry competition, environmental risks, physical risks, legislative, fiscal and regulatory developments, economic and financial market conditions in various countries and regions, political risks, project delay or 
advancement, approvals and cost estimates. 

Statements in this presentation are made only as of the date of this presentation unless otherwise stated & the information in this presentation remains subject to change without notice. Reliance should not be placed on information or 
opinions contained in this presentation. To the maximum extent permitted by law, Armour disclaims any responsibility to inform any recipient of this presentation on any matter that subsequently comes to its notice which may affect any 
of the information contained in this document and presentation and undertakes no obligation to provide any additional or updated information whether as a result of new information, future events or results or otherwise.

No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information, opinions or conclusions contained in or derived from this presentation or any omission from this
presentation or of any other written or oral information or opinions provided now or in the future to any person. To the maximum extent permitted by law, neither Armour nor, any affiliates, related bodies corporate and their respective
officers, directors, employees, advisors and agents (Relevant Parties), nor any other person, accepts any liability as to or in relation to the accuracy or completeness of the information, statements, opinions or matters (express or implied)
arising out of, contained in or derived from this presentation or any omission from this presentation or of any other written or oral information or opinions provided now or in the future to any person

Competent Persons Statement

Statements in this presentation as to gas and mineral resources has been compiled from data provided by Armour’s Chief Operating Officer, Mr Michael Laurent. Mr Laurent’s qualifications include being a professionally registered engineer
in both Australia and Canada, has over 20 years of diverse oil and gas industry experience and has successfully held various senior managerial and GM positions. His career spans a number of sectors and includes expertise in reservoir,
drilling, facilities, production and operations with particular emphasis on resource and business development. Experience is underpinned with strong strategic, commercial and technical acumen in both conventional and unconventional
reservoirs. Prior to joining Armour Energy, Michael successfully held a variety of domestic and international technical leadership appointments. Most recently he worked for Santos where he was responsible for managing Cooper Basins oil
and gas appraisal/development wells and field optimisation initiatives from inception through to approval and implementation. Mr Laurent has sufficient experience that is relevant to Armour’s reserves and resources to qualify as a Reserves
and Resources Evaluator as defined in the ASX Listing Rules. Mr Laurent has consented to the inclusion in this report of the matters based on his information in the form and context in which it appears.

Authorisation

This presentation and announcement has been authorized by the Board of Directors of Armour Energy Limited
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PRIMED FOR GROWTH AND 
FOCUSED ON DELIVERY
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 Vast prospective acreage in proven fairways

 Deep multi-TCF resource project & prospects 
pipeline 

 Material reserves with growth from overlooked 
pay

 Long life production with near-term growth & 
activity

 Operator with significant infrastructure & 
capacity 

 Well-established pathways to premium markets 

 Clear priorities & focused on delivery

 Proven CEO to drive strategy & committed to 
execution 
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YEAR IN REVIEW

 Unsuccessful 3-well Surat fracture stimulation programme and ensuing 
dispute with fracture stimulation contractor

 Following 2020 gas price collapse strong gas price recovery

 Announcement of planned Northern Basin assets IPO and demerger

 Continued focus on operating cost and debt reduction

 Secured multiple farmin partners in Surat Basin to carry production 
development and exploration activities forward in 2022 

 COVID pandemic continues to impact everyone and everything 

 Share price recovery and decline following unsuccessful fracture stimulation 
programme
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OPERATIONAL AND FINANCIAL OVERVIEW

FY2019
(Actual)

FY2020
(Actual)

FY2021
(Actual)

Production

Gas (TJ/d) 9.0 7.9 6.2

Gas (PJ/a) 3.2 2.6 2.1

Liquids (BOE/d) 598.16 283.5 202.1

Liquids (BOE/a) 109,165 94,570 69,915

Gas & Liquids (TJe/d) 10.6 9.4 7.3

Gas & Liquids (PJe/a) 3.9 3.1 2.5

Revenue

Revenue ($/yr) $27.82m $21.10m $17.50m

Expenditure

Production OPEX ($/yr) $18.93m $18.82m $17.73m

G&A and Corporate Costs ($/yr)* $6.23m $4.27m $4.47m

Production/Maintenance CAPEX ($/yr) $1.14m $0.84m $0.20m

Development CAPEX ($/yr) $10.89m $21.99m $10.30m

Exploration CAPEX ($/yr) $1.31m $3.36m $4.90m

 Debt has reduced to $36.9m or a 36% decrease 
since 1 July 2020

 Improved pricing in late FY21 has seen revenue 
recovering despite earlier impact of Covid-19 and 
declining production

 Costs have continued to be rigorously managed with 
savings delivered across operational areas

 Capital has been constrained to ensure diligent cash 
flow management with targeted spend on exploration

* Excludes financing, impairment, depreciation and amortisation
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PROPOSED DEMERGER OF NORTHERN BASIN BUSINESS

Announced1 plans to unlock the value of the Northern Basin Exploration 
Business through a proposed IPO and  demerger

 New subsidiary - McArthur Oil & Gas created as the IPO vehicle

 Updated NSAI Contingent & Prospective Resource completed 
confirming Prospective Resource2

 Targeting $65 million IPO of McArthur Oil & Gas

 Portion of IPO funds received by Armour to retire outstanding debt

 Morgans appointed Lead Manager for the IPO

 Targeting completion CY 2022 Q1/Q2

 Demerger subject to shareholder, ASX and other regulatory approvals 
and any required consents or approvals from Armour’s financiers

1. Refer to ASX announcement dated 3 March 2021
2. Refer ASX announcement dated 27 April 2021 8

Map of granted and application permits included in the IPO



SURAT BASIN

 Armour 100% owner & operator of Kincora Gas Project

 Operator of 3,000 km2 of production licenses and exploration licenses*

 4 exploration Authority to Prospect (ATP) licenses covering over 2,000 km2

 Multiple producing oil & gas fields with further development potential

 Proven, established gas storage facility with material expansion potential   

 Large uncontracted gas position

 Material appraisal/development projects 

 Transformational exploration opportunities 

 Deep conventional exploration leads portfolio

 Pursuing JV partners to fund 3D seismic to mature leads to drillable prospects
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*In the Surat Basin, Armour holds 19 Production Licenses, 4 Authority to Prospect (ATP) licenses, 6 Potential Commercial Area (PCA) applications 
pending and 4  Petroleum Pipeline Licenses (PPL).  PCA’s 289, 290, 293, 294 and 295 applications areas are under administrative review.



SURAT PRODUCTION ENHANCEMENTS

 Deep portfolio of production enhancement opportunities

 Partner funding strategies progressed

 Warroon#1 re-stimulation of the Rewan scheduled for mid-
December 2021

 Myall Creek#2 workover and perforation of the lower Tinowon to 
commence early January 2022

 Joint ventures and partnering continues to be a focus for 
unlocking and acceleration production potential

 Additional stimulation candidates being readied for 2022/2023 
execution

Warroon #01 Lease Ready for Stimulation (Sept 2021 photo)
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Warroon 1 Flare & Log Evaluation

Producing 
Showgrounds

Producing Basal 
Rewan

Myall Creek 5A Flare & Log Evaluation

Producing Black 
Alley

Producing 
Tinowon A

BYPASSED PAY & TIGHT GAS STIMULATION CANDIDATES
 Opportunity to add highly commercial volumes with 1-to-2-year payouts

 Existing gathering network with capacity enables gas to sales with immediate effect

 Program data de-risks future drilling candidates and contributes to the reserves maturation plan

 Successful 2019 and 2020 stimulation programs

 Vertical exploration establishing new primary targets

 Bypassed pay within existing well stock
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SURAT BASIN FARMIN PARTNER SECURED
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 Indicative terms agreed with Gas2Grid 
(ASX:GGX) to farm-in to 50% interest in 
519 km2 of Surat basin acreage

 GGX’s total investment will be >$12 
million, including:

 3 new wells

 fracture stimulation

 seismic reprocessing

 100km2 of new 3D seismic

 Armour is planning to acquire ~400 km2 of 
new 3D seismic 

 3D seismic covers proven play fairway with 
multiple 2D-controlled exploration leads

Proposed 3D seismic is larger than any 3D 
seismic survey ever completed in the Surat Basin



COMPELLING COOPER BASIN POSITION

 Large acreage position

 High exploration success rates

 Structural and stratigraphic potential

 Lightly explored permit holdings

 Extensive well and seismic database

 Charge model extends proven fairways

 Targeting extension of Western Flank Oil Fairway

 Seeking farmin partners to fund additional 3D and 
exploration drilling
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Armour Licences

Application Licence



ROAD AHEAD

 Northern Basins / McArthur IPO proceeding

 Appointment of Morgans as Lead Manager

 Targeting completion CY 2022 Q1/Q2

 Surat Basin

 2021/2022 work programme driven by new production 
development and exploration farmout transactions

 Focus on opening up new by-passed pay plays

 Cooper Basin

 High grading exploration leads & prospects to select drilling targets 

 Pursuing exploration farmouts targeting Western Flank oil

 Financial

 Targeting further significant debt reduction through McArthur IPO

 Strengthening of the balance sheet
14
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PRIMED FOR GROWTH AND 
FOCUSED ON DELIVERY

 Vast prospective acreage in proven fairways

 Deep multi-TCF resource project & prospects 
pipeline 

 Material reserves with growth from overlooked 
pay

 Long life production with near-term growth & 
activity

 Operator with significant infrastructure & 
capacity 

 Well-established pathways to premium markets 

 Clear priorities & focused on delivery

 Proven CEO to drive strategy & committed to 
execution 
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CONTACT 

Nicholas Mather – Executive Chairman
07-3303 0680

Brad Lingo – CEO
07-3303 0680

Karl Schlobohm – Company Secretary
07-3303 0661

FOLLOW US

Website: ArmourEnergy.com.au

Twitter: @armour_energy

Linkedin:
Linkedin.com/company/armour-energy
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https://www.armourenergy.com.au/
https://twitter.com/armour_energy
https://www.linkedin.com/company/armour-energy
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